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The 30,000-foot view 
Taking a long view 

The foundational components 

High level findings 
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While our economic justice time horizon may extend beyond our 

lifetimes, the best laid plans never survive contact with reality 

unscathed. Economic change is an iterative process, forged by 

many hands, wrapped in a 100-year view.



A resilient and equitable economy based on

the circulation of financial capital among its 

participants involves more than just figuring 

out how to get money from point A to point B.

Social 
Capital

Storysharing

Infrastructure

Flow 
Acceleration



• Businesses do not understand how to access community investment.

• Investors cannot easily find businesses who need capital.

• Every step of the supply chain is siloed.

• There is little help for facilitating the alignment between various types of investors.

• There are approximately 50 people developing and managing Michigan’s community 

investment ecosystem.

• Many people leading the movement cited harm and negative effects to them and their 

families due to lack of funding support.





• Audience-specific 
information

• Hands-on learning 
opportunities

• Business planning

Education

• Registration 
consultation

• Template 
documents

Legal
• Campaign creation
• Network 

management

Marketing

• Initial due 
diligence

• Raise execution

Platforms
• Investor 

communications 
and engagement

• Reporting

Post-raise 
services



• Generalized 
passive learning is 
plentiful

• Specified learning 
is mostly 
undeveloped

• Interactive 
programming is 
not consistently 
supported

• TAs tend to steer 
SBOs toward 
bank/venture 
funding

Education

• Go to attorneys: 
Jennifer Oertel, 
Kate Redman, 
Mike Olsaver, Jeff 
Aronoff

• No template 
documents were 
identified

Legal • One marketing 
agency with 
experience was 
identified and cited 
as unreliable

• No other firms 
were identified

Marketing

• 13 state-registered
• 50+ federal-

registered
• Only 3 tend to list 

MI raises: 
Localstake, 
Honeycomb Credit, 
and Wefunder

Platforms
• Platforms provide 

some post-raise 
services

• No other service 
providers were 
identified

Post-raise 
services







• Infrastructure development

• Statewide clearinghouse for all parties to get routed 

to next steps and people; An institution that has 

reduced transaction costs and includes a social capital 

lens

• More nonprofit real estate developers

• Federal legislation to incentivize local investment

• Public listing website for companies wanting to raise 

capital and investors wanting to invest to connect 

• Public pressure on institutional investors to diversify 

into community investments

• A mutual aid roundtable for community investment 

players that meets regularly

• Program and service underwriting

• A significant multi-year funding commitment to 

ecosystem developers

Legal services for businesses

Community-based education for investors and 

business owners/nonprofit leaders

Inclusive capital education for business owners (diff

between types of capital)

Due diligence technical assistance for investors

Defunding of public institutions that have 

concentrated power and resources
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• Introduce two people 
you know

• Expose a business to 
the idea and 
resources

• Expose an investor to 
the idea and 
resources
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• Share your story on 
platforms with 
audiences

• Connect with 
university student 
teams to produce 
case studies

In
fr

a
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ct

u
re • Expose an attorney to

the idea and 
resources

• Expose a marketing 
firm to the idea and 
resources
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• Create a coalition in 
your town of 
community capital 
supporters for deal 
sourcing and shared 
learning

• Leverage your 
position of influence 
to activate ecosystem 
funding support



#locavesting #economicjustice 

#communitycapital #investinMI
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